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Summary
BOVA manufactures luxury-touring coaches, with
development, production, marketing and aftersales service located in Valkenswaard and with
service dealers throughout Europe. BOVA wants to
improve and expand their service activities, by
offering an Intranet web site to the service dealers
and workshops (garages) that provide
maintenance for their coaches.
In general the Service Department gives information to service dealers and
workshops to help them with repair and maintenance. The Service
Department handles warranty claims, provide training for mechanics, give
valuable feedback from the field to other departments (sales, development,
production and the quality department) and provide an expert helpdesk for
direct help to clients with technical problems. Quickly and reliably accessing
and providing information is important for these tasks, as is the exchange
between internal departments and external locations.
The assignment was to specify and design an Intranet to support the service
organization, which will be used by the service dealers, workshops and the
BOVA service department. A User-Centered Design approach provided early
user involvement and usability testing to insure acceptance and the right
functionality. After an initial task analysis of the current situation, the scope
of the project was redefined to address the main issues: product
improvement and service level. It is important for BOVA to quickly get
feedback about coach defects from the field, to correct this in the
manufacturing process. The service dealers and workshops, on the other
hand, need up-to-date information on the coaches to make the proper
modifications and repairs.
The current solution provides an Intranet to support the
workflow between the (foreign) service dealers and
BOVA headquarters. This first release supports Field
Reports and Problem Reports for getting information
from the field, Service Bulletins to inform service
dealers and workshops, Claim handling and a coach
information database. By providing task support and
feedback as the user needs it in the workflow, the shift
to this electronic GroupWare solution will enable the
BOVA service organization to react faster to coach
problems. Their service desk is offloaded by providing up-to-date, on-line
service information for service dealers and workshops. The BOVANET project
Intranet is now installed and running under the new application name of
BASIS: BOVA After Sales Information System.
The project was supervised by ir. P. van Gogh (BOVA), prof.dr. T.M.A.
Bemelmans (TUE/TM), prof.dr.ir. A.F.L. Veth (TUE/TM), dr. P. Markopoulos
(TUE/IPO) and ir. B. Waumans (TUE/IPO).
29 August, 2000
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Introduction

The BOVA Organization
BOVA manufactures luxury-touring coaches, with development, production,
marketing and sales and service located in Valkenswaard and with service
dealers throughout Europe. Here follows a brief history of the company and
the strategy they are now pursuing.
History

1878

Jacob Bots starts a timber business in
Valkenswaard.

1910

His son Jacob introduces the name
BOVA, derived from BOts
VAlkenswaard.

1931

Building of the first coach body.

1969

Introduction of the BOVA Benelux, a
self-supporting (integral) coach.

1977

Introduction of the BOVA Europa.

1979

BOVA starts exporting products.

1982

Introduction of the BOVA Futura.

1989

BOVA becomes part of United Bus.

1993

BOVA becomes independent again.

1997

Delivery of the 5000th integral coach.

1999

Introduction of the BOVA Magiq

Strategy

The following key strategic points are relevant to the current business:
Cost leadership and design authority in the niche for luxury touring cars.
Spread risks over multiple countries.
Partnership driven for sales and suppliers.
•

Focus on medium-sized companies.

•

A strong service organization.

The service is seen as one of the mayor benefits to customers, and because
BOVA is dependent on partnerships in different countries, a good information
exchange is vital to providing fast and accurate support.
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Service organization

The service organization has its headquarters in Valkenswaard, and a
network of service dealers (a collective name for BOVA subsidiaries and
distributors), workshops, suppliers and emergency services. Each country
has a service dealer for customer support and contact with workshops for
organizing (warranty) repairs in their own country. Handling of warranty
claims and parts between service dealers and workshops is done locally, but
BOVA headquarters has final responsibility for approving these claims.

The information that service dealers and workshops can give about coach
defects under warranty is also important for BOVA, so these can be corrected
in the factory for the newly produced models. The service dealer and
workshop, in turn, need up-to-date repair and modification information to
service the coaches in the field correctly and on time. The BOVANET project
will focus on better information exchange between BOVA headquarters and
the service dealer in the various countries.
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The role of human factors
The field of human factors can contribute to and
improve on all stages of the product
development cycle. A way to achieve this is by
User-Centered Design (UCD) [2], which applies
human factor principles throughout the
development life cycle. Especially the concept of
UCD is essential in creating usable new products.
This way of working keeps the user involved in
every stage, from the problem analysis and
design to realization and acceptance testing.
User involvement is one of the key factors in designing a usable system, one
that is easy to learn and easy to use. The business benefits being a system
with increased productivity, less training and support, fewer user errors and
more accurate data input and interpretation.
To structure the UCD process, this project has applied the usability
engineering lifecycle [1], which takes all into account the software (and web)
development process, human factor methods and exercises an iterative
approach combined with usability testing. Usability engineering places an
early focus on users and tasks, and propagates prototyping with empirical
measurement combined with an iterative design. Shifting this user (and
customer) involvement to the start of the development help clarify the
specification before the product is build, resulting in more user acceptance
and fewer changes to the design afterwards.

The software development process
As important as human factors is to developing new information systems, the
organizations involved must have a sufficiently mature software development
process, to realize the usability goals. There is no benefit in style guides that
are not followed, specifications that are continuously changed or releasing
insufficiently tested software to users. This project has integrated the UCD
approach with standard software practices and methods. The method
exercised was the Unified Modeling Language [6] (UML), in where use cases
were applied for the requirements and functional specifications. Working
prototypes were made and tested according to usability principles.
Acceptance and user tests, based on scenarios and use cases, were carried
out when the application was being build and installed. All these activities
were done with three external companies (KPN and software companies
Tedepres and Pecoma), which places an extra burden on yet another area of
software development, that of subcontracting. These are key areas within
Software Process Improvement (SPI). Using standards (for example,
Capacity Maturity Model (CMM) or ISO) should improve software
development, together with the additional quality that human factors can add
to the requirements, design and testing process.
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Project Assignment

The assignment was to specify and design an Intranet to support the service
organization, which will be used by the service dealers, workshops and the
BOVA service department.
During the definition phase of the project, the current situation was assessed
and the key problems and objectives were identified. This led to defining the
desired situation and improvements, and awareness of the main benefits for
all the stakeholders. During this process, there was a shift in objectives for
the project. Initially it was important to make the information accessible and
easy to use. At the end of the definition phase, however, the objectives were
clarified and the main focus is now on product improvement. This also
reduced the scope of the project, making it possible to implement the system
into an operational service within the allocated 10 months. Delivering a
working application was an essential requirement by BOVA.
The initial project definition, and the resulting analysis of the current and
desired situation will be listed in the following sections. How these objectives
were obtained is then explained in the section: Defining the project
objectives. The last section covers the general planning and design approach,
and the other parties who were involved in this project.

Initial project definition
The initial project assignment was to electronically process forms and make
all service information available using the intranet. The following information
items were to be managed:
1. Warranty claims and processing, includes modification protocols to inform
service dealers about procedures.
2. Field reports to collect and process complaints and ideas from service
dealers.
3. Coach database; a list of all delivered coaches out in the field with basic
information such as serial number, customer, delivery date, etc.
4. Service bulletins, including two types of information:
- Campaigns
- Technical information or early warning of problems.
5. Service documentation:
- Manuals: workshop manual, driver manual
- Repair and maintenance data
- Electrical diagrams
- Supplier documentation: manuals, technical information, and links to
suppliers and other documentation.
6. Service training information.
29 August, 2000
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7. Integration with the parts catalog (another current project).
The general types of information have different priorities concerning update
speed and completeness. The claims handling and field reports need a
structured and efficient process. The service documentation, training and
coach database have a lower update frequency but needs to be complete and
understandable. The parts catalog and service bulletins need quick updates
and distribution. Items 1 to 3 have the highest priority.

Analysis of Current Situation
The following tasks are the general responsibilities of the BOVA service
department:
•

Provide information to service dealers and workshops on how to carry
out repairs, perform maintenance and make coach modification.

•

Provide manuals and training for mechanics and drivers.

•

Handle warranty claims.

•

Help with product improvement by providing feedback from the field to
development and production.

•

Provide an expert helpdesk for direct helping clients with road trouble
and workshops with technical problems.

The following points characterizes the current situation:
•

Storage of relevant data was based on paper archiving, local
databases and local electronic directories (no integrated information
system).

•

It is Difficult to access required information and use of different
information types.

•

The documentation for each coach is not always complete or correct.

•

Transactions by FAX, telephone and email.

•

No optimal feedback on field reports, and tracking of claims and
modifications.

Analysis of Desired Situation
•

Fast, up-to-date and easy access to service information (using a
central archive) and transactions for: BOVA Service Department,
service dealers, workshops and customers.

•

Integrated use of different data sources for all the tasks within the
service network.

•

Access all information by using the coach as reference. Clearly state
which problems are for which coach.

•

Faster and easier feedback loops, especially for claims processing.

•

Better problem description and the use of standard fault codes.
29 August, 2000
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These improvements should lead to:

•

BOVA improving the coach design by receiving faster feedback from
the field. This results in delivered coaches with fewer defects and less
modification costs in the field.

•

The customer experiencing less delays in repairs and maintenance
because of faster and more accurate information.

•

Service dealers are being more effective in finding the required
information and in performing the transactions. Make service dealers
more self-sufficient and less dependent on the BOVA service
department for their information needs (which also reduces the
department's workload).

•

In general the new information system leads to a better product and
more customer satisfaction.

Defining the project objectives
It was found that the problems reported by the various stakeholders, relative
to information accessability and usability, was symphetic to a larger,
organizational problem. How to support the process of product (coach)
improvement and how to bring a good level of service to dealers. During the
definition phase a number of activities were undertaken to clarify and define
the problems and objectives for the new system. The focus was redirected
from improving the information handling for various items, to the more
specific goal of product improvement. This also clarified why individual
activities, such as field reporting and service bulletins, are needed in
supporting product improvement (see diagram below).
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The goal is how to improve the workflow that supports this process. This
means that service dealers and workshops should be motivated to send in
field reports and report defects, so that this information is obtained faster. It
means providing correct and usable (related to coach repair) service
bulletins, and having a clearer warranty processing to support fault detection.
All these tasks in turn depend on an up-to-date coach database to provide
accurate information.

The workflow (see diagram above) involved the following steps:
1a. The problem must be detected and reported. Using a Field Report the
service dealers and workshops can inform BOVA about individual incidents.
1b. Problems are also by detected by the claims submitted by workshops.
2. Check if the individual problems reported is a structural, repeated
problem. If so, then the problem goes to various internal BOVA departments
that take actions to solve the problem. Their activities and recommendations
are then traced using a Change File.
3. After the problem is solved it goes back to the service department, who
then writes a Service Bulletin to inform the service dealers about the
solution, which is a modification or repair procedure.
4. When a workshop or service dealer get a coach for maintenance or repair,
Service Bulletins are checked to see if any of them apply to the coach. For
urgent modifications a campaign is started to recall the affected coaches.
5. After repairs are made, the workshop can reclaim the costs if the coach is
still under warranty.
The time it takes between detecting a problem, finding a solution and then
giving this to the service dealers as modification, should be as short as
possible. This is for two reasons: (1) the factory want to correct production
defects as soon as possible, so less new coaches leave the factory with
problems, and (2) reduce problems in the field by catching them as early as
possible, to improve safety and promote a good service reputation.
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It is the responsibility of the service department to detect the problems as
soon as possible, and at the end to effectively inform the service dealer and
handle any claims.
This means the project should help improve this workflow. One of the main
complaints was that service dealers do not know what is happening to their
submitted field reports or claims, and BOVA doesn’t know how effective their
published service bulletins are. This is why feedback is important both ways,
for service dealer to get status information about submitted items, and BOVA
to get feedback on their bulletins. This can be done interactively when a
central (internet based) database can trace all reports, claims and bulletins,
and report on their status. The following diagram show the new workflow
that helps improve the process:

What has been changed is:
1. Adding the central Problem Report file, which uniquely identifies each
problem and is owned by BOVA. The Field Reports are owned by the service
dealers and saves the problem description in their own words. All related
Field Reports are linked to one Problem Report to track the dealers submitted
Field Report. Related Service Bulletins are also linked to one Problem Report.
2. Feedback is given to the dealer at various steps by email notification and
service bulletins, to keep him informed about the progress.
3. The "for your information" type of Service Bulletin was previously used as
a final publication, but now will also be used to keep dealers informed about
solutions found, even if they are not final. BOVA wanted to use an official
publication to prevent informal spreading of information.
29 August, 2000
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4. Claim handling has faster information exchange concerning claim approval
and checking off which old parts must be returned. The mayor change for
this process, however, is going to a uniform way of handling claims between
the different service dealers.
The next chapters will go into more detail concerning the problem definition
and design solutions. Important to note here is the original project definition
changed, due to involvement and discussions with all the stakeholders. A
choice was made on which benefits this information system should provide,
and this lead to a better focus on what to improve in the workflow.

General Planning
Phases
The phases for the BOVANET project are described below:
Initiation Phase:

Define the project's results, limits, risks and control
factors (time, costs, quality, information and
organization). The Project Plan is the result.

Definition Phase:

Specify the needs, wishes, performance and quality. This
includes making user profiles, task analysis and
investigating general design principles for this project.

Design Phase:

Project design and development, consisting of a
conceptual model design, screen design standards, and
detailed user interface design.

Realization Phase:

Full implementation of user interface and application
code. Iterative detailed user interface evaluation.

Installation Phase: Make BOVANET operational, finishing maintenance
documentation, train users and start helpdesk.
Follow-up Phase:

The use, control and maintenance of the project results.
Meet goals and reduce problems. Improve use of the
project results by getting user feedback.

My efforts have focused on the initiation, definition and design, for making a
specification that was used during the realization and installation phases. The
realization and installation has been done by the external software
companies, during which time I was responsible for acceptance and user
testing. The follow-up phase is the responsibility of BOVA and will be carried
out after the BOVANET application is installed and operational.
BOVA intended to have an operational system at the end of this project, and
they provided the full support and budget to realize this. This was realized by
focusing on the specification and human factor tasks, and delegating all
programming and implementation tasks to the external software companies.
29 August, 2000
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Hereby creating a clear human factors role which then makes optimum use
of the USI program’s curriculum, keeping to the own areas of expertise:
cognitive and social psychology, usability engineering and (user interface)
interaction design. This leaves the software architects and engineers with
what they are good at: designing and implementing the prototypes and
actual applications.
Deliverables

The following table is a short summary of the deliverables produced during
this project. All document are confidential till 1.1.2003.
Phase

Deliverables

1. Initiation

Project Plan

2. Definition

User Profiles
Task Analysis
Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
BOVA Groupware Session
Software Requirements Specifications (SRS)

3. Design

Guidelines
Conceptual Design
Conceptual Mockup 1 and usability test 1 report
Detailed Mockup 2 and usability test 2 report
Style Guide
Functional Specifications (FS) (Tedopres)
Final Mockup 3

4. Realization

Technical Design (Pecoma)
Site Implementation (Pecoma)
Acceptance Tests

5. Installation

Service Level Agreement (SLA) (Pecoma)
Project Final Presentation
Final User Test
Final Report

6. Follow-up

User Feedback

Other parties involved

Tedopres International in Tilburg, specialists in electronic information
systems and advanced document systems, are responsible for building the
mockups and for the realization. They outsourced the software
implementation to Pecoma Eindhoven, who are responsible for the Oracle /
Web implementation and Service Level Agreement (SLA). KPN is responsible
for hosting the application on their server.
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Development Approach
Usability Engineering Lifecycle

The method used for the development phases are based on the Usability
Engineering Lifecycle [1], which is one way to structure the User Centered
Design approach. The diagram below shows all the steps involved.

To meet the project's deadlines and save time, the model’s design steps
were customized for this project. First by going through level 1, 2 and 3 only
once and not interactively going back to the first step in each level. Second
by the “style guide” as used in this method is to collect all decisions and
documents throughout the lifecycle, but here it is used only to specify the
style of the interface, where the specifications and design are is documented
separately.
Level 1 and 2 generate the design phase’s mockup 1 and 2, and the level 3
Detailed UI Design is documented by the Functional Specification, Final
mockup 3 and the Style Guide. The Iterative DUID Evaluation is done by the
acceptance tests done during the realization. The installation as shown in the
model, is in fact the projects Installation and follow-up phases. Only until all
issues are resolved after a longer user test period (about 2-3 months after
the site is operational), this project can be declared as done.
The requirements analysis documentation consists of the User Profiles, Task
Analysis, Guidelines for the general design principles, and in the Software
29 August, 2000
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Requirements Specification (SRS) are the platform capability constraints and
the work re-engineering (level 1 design). The Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) contain the usability goals.
The usability engineering lifecycle [1] is a full scale approach which needs to
be tailored according to the size and type of project. For web development
several shortcuts and tips are suggested in the book, like combining level 2
and 3 into one stage but still doing the activities suggested. For the
BOVANET project, which can be characterized as a small size web application,
two prototype iterations (concept and detailed mockup) which were both
tested with users, were enough for a clear specification of the system.
Multiple iterations for each level would have cost too much time without
added value. All the suggested activities for proper User Centered Design
(UCD) are done at least once.
Unified Modeling Language (UML)

The external company Tedopres International uses for it’s development the
UML language, which applies use-cases to specify the requirements of the
system. This was used to as a specification method for the SRS and FS, for
better transfer to the software organization, and because of the user
scenarios which connect well to the task analysis. This was a good conceptual
bridge between the user demands in the task analysis and the required
system capabilities. The use-cases were utilized, however, at the higher level
of scenario descriptions instead of at a screen interaction level. The ideas of a
“usage-case” [4] was employed, to describe the essential use-cases at a
more general level. This resulted in a collection of cases that specifies the
system as it will be used by the users.
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Requirements Analysis

The requirements were collected and analyzed using the following:
•

User Profiles, to know for whom the system is being build.

•

Task Analysis, to determine how the work is currently being done.

•

Key Performance Indicators, for setting the improvement (usability)
goals that this system should provide.

•

GroupWare session with service dealers and BOVA to determine and
rank their problems and solutions regarding field reports, service
bulletins and claims.

•

Software Requirements Specification to start the specification and reengineering process, using the previous information as input.

Task Analysis and user profiles
To know more about each type of user and their tasks, a contextual task
analysis [1] has been done. This obtains a user-centered model of the work
as it is currently performed. This is done by collection background
information, doing interviews and observations, and documenting this with
scenarios and task models. The purpose was to know more about the
current situation within the service organization, to find the main information
or process bottlenecks. The User Profile of each user is described within the
task analysis document, containing a short background description and list of
his responsibilities (tasks). These tasks have been described in more detail
by interviewing the users. The following main user categories were identified
:
•

BOVA (headquarters)
- Claims, product improvement, training, documentation

•

Service dealers (Subsidiaries, importers)
-Service manager, warehouse administrators.

•

Workshops
- Receptionist, mechanical staff

•

Customers

This is later reduced in scope to include only BOVA (headquarters) and
Service dealers for the first application release. This simplification also helped
to specify clear roles and responsibilities for each party, making the
applications workflow and security privileges manageable and implementable
within the project time limits. The general results of the task analysis showed
a lack of communication and feedback within the different work steps, which
leads to slower transactions. There were also difficulties in accessing the
correct and up-to-date service and modification information by coach. The
work load for different tasks were also identified (for example dealers with
80% of the time spend on warranty handling).
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Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
To show the real added value of human factors and UCD, the key business
benefits should be defined and measured. This can prove that designing a
system which is better suited to the user and to the business goals produces
tangible results. It will also show the users that their business processes and
decisions are understood, and that they will be accommodated with what is
important to them. The main, measurable criteria's will be called Key
Performance Indicators, and are the goals which BOVA wants to achieve. The
following KPI's were formulated:
•

•
•

Improved Service level (performance)
• Reduced structural problem detection time.
• Lower number of help requests.
• Shorter Information search time.
Increased satisfaction for service dealers, workshops and customers.
High acceptance and easy learnability.

The reason for wanting a better service level, is related to the product
improvement objective. Reducing the time it takes to detect a structural
problem is important for the manufacturing quality. Lowering help requests is
related to offloading the service department, giving them more time for
product improvement, as is shortening the information search time. It is also
the intention to make the service dealers more self sufficient by giving them
easier information access.
The other two KPI's are important in motivating the service dealers and
workshops to use the system, and to save training costs by making it easy to
learn. As is explained in the next section, the service dealers have already
had an early involvement by having a GroupWare session and taking part in
the usability test. This increase acceptance since they were involved in the
design and could give feedback on the systems functionality.
The only KPI measured so far is the number of help requests, which was
measured for a period of one month. The information logged was: who
called, what it was about and the reason for calling. The result was that more
that half the calls came from service dealers, almost half is about parts and
claims , and 25% is due to unclear or wrong information. So improving the
information about parts and claims, for example, can lower the number of
help requests.
Measuring the other KPI's was considered. For the problem detection time it
would have been difficult and time consuming, since it relied on historic data
within the paper archives. The other points would require additional user
tests, interviews or questionnaire's, for which there was not enough time.
These are points which can be considered in future measurements after the
Intranet is operational, to determine further process improvements.
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GroupWare Session
Most of the service dealer and people from the BOVA service department
participated in an electronic GroupWare session (from Ventane GroupWare,
facilitated by Simac GST) at the TUE, discussing the problems with: field
reports, service bulletins and claims.
This is done in a meeting room where each participant has his own computer
connected in a network. The procedure is to type in replies to each issues,
and after a brief period of collecting everybody's comments, the participant
give a ranking to the collected statements. The result is list with top 6
statements. This method gives participant all an equal chance to give their
opinions anonymously. The entire meeting took two hours to complete, which
is an efficient use of time compared to normal brainstorming or focus group
sessions. Since this was part of the annual service conference, two hours was
all the time available.
The results was that it left a favorable impression on the participants, who
felt that their opinion really was being hear (and written down). The results
also gave a good direction for focusing the objectives of this project. See
Appendix C for the ranked lists which describe the problems and wishes
found in the workgroup session.
These results give more details about the problem encountered by the users,
and solving them support the objectives given by the KPI's. In general there
is not enough feedback and visibility from BOVA for the service dealers, some
of the processes are too slow and information cannot be easily found (here
they suggested a standard defect code). These results together with the
KPI's were kept in mind when designing the system, to answer the question
of what the user's really want, and not what we think they need.

Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
Purpose

The purpose of the SRS is to give an overall specification of the entire
system, including the main system features, software and hardware
environment, external interfaces, and non-functional requirements like
performance, safety, security and quality.
The main system features are derived from the previous deliverables in the
definition phase, and are further worked out as an analysis model which
employs a special use case notation.
System Features

Besides specifying the projects context and constraints, the SRS provides the
first analysis of the workflow required for the system, and the system feature
needed in terms of the following main use cases:
1. Handle field reports and service bulletins.
2. Handle warranty claims.
3. Search service Information.
4. Maintain coach information.
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Use Cases

The use cases here are applied at a behavior level, specifying only the higher
level interactions. This is derived from essential usage cases (constantine
1999), as a way to defer the user interface design to the design phase. This
level of use cases extends their normal scope beyond that of a UML software
analysis notation [17], and goes in the direction of a task analysis as is used
within HCI (Human Computer Interaction). Using this was done because (1)
the external software company was using UML and then it connect properly
to their methods, and (2) going from the previous task analysis to the
software design is a smaller step (than immediately making software data
and process models), and (3) leaving out interaction details is at this stage
suitable for specifying the requirements.
The Functional Specification (FS) which is made in the design phase, uses the
same notation and only specifies the main behavior and information items. In
this phase additional user interface design is needed to specify the entire
system. The advantage being a flexible and understandable way of specifying
the system, but difficult to keep the user interface design and FS consistent
with each other. In the end, both types of specification are used as a bases
when implementing the system. See Appendix C for some typical use cases
examples taken from the SRS, as used in this project to specify the general
behavior.
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General Design

The main activities of the design phase was making a general design
concept, user testing the concepts and interactions with working mockups,
and then documenting the final interface in a style guide. This chapter will
cover the general design concepts, and the next chapter how the design
were tested with mockups.
Parallel to these design and usability test activities a Functional Specification
(FS) was made, so that the design could be transferred to the software
development. The full specification which was used as input for the
realization, consisted of the FS, the final (3th) mockup and the style guide.
The final mockup was only used to show the required interaction and
navigation, and was based on from the second, tested mockup.
The design was done as follows:
•

Collect guidelines and web design concepts (see website references).

•

Make a conceptual design. This is the basic layout of the website,
including navigation and content.

•

Conceptual mockup 1 and first usability test.

•

Detailed mockup 2 and second usability test.

•

Mockup 3 is adapted from previous prototypes including changes
required from the test results.

•

Complete the Functional Specification which specifies the final behavior
and data.

•

Complete the Style Guide which specifies the final screen layout and
navigation.

Conceptual design
The BOVANET Service application is assumed to be part of a larger
intranet/extranet called BOVAWEB. This is accessible using
www.bovaweb.bova.nl. Once inside this intranet the system knows which
type of user is logged on (service dealer or a BOVA service employee), and
will adapt the interface to the privileges of the user. (for example: show only
functions applicable to user).
The screen design is based on a chessboard layout [14], which has one top
row of main functions and a set of subfunctions in the left sidebar. The
sidebar is context sensitive for the main function selection, so that it acts like
a "pulldown menu" for each of these function (see figure below).
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This idea is useful for an intranet which has to support workflow, because it:
(1) has a clear navigation structure, with a fixed place for the subfunctions,
(2) is easy to add more subfunctions, (3) choices are immediately visible, no
need to enter a hierarchy and (4) the main functions can be made to look
like tab pages, which is now a well know metaphore for PC users. Since the
"main functions" for this application are really objects (Field Report, Problem
Report, etc.), and the subfunctions are the actions, what we now have is an
object-action user interface style.

Application's mental model
The application's workflow requires an additional mental model of the data
involved. There should be a notion of linking (or grouping) together related
field report to one problem report, and that multiple solution in the form of
service bulletins should also be linked to a single problem report (see figure
below).

Other concepts are that of filling in a form and "sending" or "submitting" it to
BOVA, even though every piece of information is an electronic form can be
saved immediately.
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Web and database constraints
During the later design stages, a number of long webpage forms needed
another design due to database update problems. this introduced the idea of
information "block", which were smaller information packages and easier to
update for the database. The screenshots from the application below shows
how this was solved, for example after adding a defect by going to this
subscreen, the user returns to the claim with first defect block expanded and
filled in.
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Design Testing

This section will give a brief description of the methods used for testing the
designs using a conceptual and detailed mockup. The purpose of these
usability tests are:
1. Find usability problems and other input from users, to improve the design.
2. See if users understand the principles behind the system.
3. See if the system meets the users expectations.
4. Cover all the main functions.
So in general, the emphasis is not on product performance or comparison
between products, but on the acceptance by the users of an application they
will be using in the future, and uncovering the problems in the design. All the
tests made use of video when subjects performed the given tasks. The
sections below give more detail about the tests with two mockups.

Conceptual mockup 1
Method

This working mockup is tested to check if the basic concepts, navigation and
language is understood by the user. Use was made of two test methods:
1. Talk aloud protocol. [2] The user is asked to perform a number of tasks
and is asked to describe why he is doing something, or what he is expecting,
to understand the users reasoning behind his actions.
2. Structured walkthrough. [2] An expert user together with the
experimenter goes through each task or scenario, and walk through all the
activities (cognitive and operational) and screens required to complete each
task. This is like a review, but it requires more detailed prediction of user
behavior, involving goals, actions, feedforward and feedback of each step.
The subject does not have control of the PC, but has to direct the observer
(who has the mouse) which step to take next. This prevents the subject from
rapidly clicking around the interface without giving the required feedback.
The following questions can be addressed when walking through each step
within a task:
- Does the user have the right (sub)goal?
- Are there actions available to carry out these goals?
- Will the actions have the right effect (feedforward, labeling)?
- Are the actions being carried out correctly (feedback)?
These are the most appropriate methods for an early prototype. The goal is
to find the main usability problems users experience. Both also involving a
debriefing questionnaire after the tests for the subjective measurements. The
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emphasis of all testing is not to collect measurements, but subjective
information to find the main problems in the interface.
Subjects and tasks

There were 7 subjects used, 4 of which are from BOVA headquarters, and 3
are a service dealer or workshop manager. Two of the BOVA subjects were
tested with the structured walkthrough, and the rest using the talk-aloud
method. Only 2 were used for the walkthroughs, since this a more time
consuming method, but gives more insight into the mental model of the
subjects.
Use was made of a PC with browser to run the HTML prototype. The test
sessions was logged by an observer, but will also be video taped as a backup
for missed or unclear observations. The subject have gotten each get a set of
tasks that belong to the subjects function:
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tasks for BOVA headquarters employees
Processes a Field Report.
Creates Problem Report.
Handle a Problem Report.
Releases a new Service Bulletin.
Handle a claim.
Tasks for the service dealers:
Fill in Field Report.
Checks Field Report progress.
Find similar problem and solution.
Check coach for Service Bulletin.
Submit a claim.

Results

In general, the mental model subjects had of the first mockup gave some
difficulties with navigation, especially the notion of linking multiple field
reports to one problem report, and this is in turn linked to one or more
service bulletins. Other problems were unclear navigation, labeling and
improving the logic and grouping of some of the forms.

Detailed mockup 2
Method

For the second mockup test, use will be made of the co-discovery test
method, in where two subjects will perform a number of tasks together on
one PC. This method is choose for two reasons: (1) some subjects do not
understand English, and a second person can help them interpret the site
(which is in English), and (2) talking with a second person is more natural
than using the single talk-aloud method, so that this simulates a more
realistic use of the system.
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The goals are the same as in the first usability test, except now the interface
has been changed due to the feedback from the previous test, and it is more
details and functions.
Subjects and tasks

There were 10 subjects available, to make 5 pairs of co-discovery subjects.
Each pair consisted of a service dealer (coordinator) and someone from
BOVA headquarters. This time they were asked to do the following dealer and
BOVA tasks (mark with *) together:
1. Search for solutions.
2. Submit Field Report.
3. Process Field Report. *
4. Create and process Problem Report. *
5. Check Field Report progress.
6. Create and release Service Bulletin. *
7. Check coach for modifications
8. Submit claim.
9. Process claim. *
10. Check claim status.
Results

In general this second test revealed some problems with the detailed
interactions. The most requested changes was for the claims form, such as
how to check off the return parts or who is responsible for filling in which
parts? A number of buttons were renamed (such as "edit" instead of add
coach" for the information block). Here a number of good ideas came out for
improving the application itself, such as printing a list for the return parts.
User also had a number of "what if" questions, such as what if a workshop
gets a coach with an already registered problem, can he add the coach
number instead of writing a new field report.

Conclusions
The main purpose of these two tests was to find the main (usability)
problems with the design. This is why a small number of user is sufficient
when testing for this purpose [3]. The results of the tests were used to
improve the functional specifications and make the final style guide.
In these tests participated the service dealer and BOVA service department
people, which gives them an additional sense of involvement resulting in
more buy-in. Especially the service dealer liked to give their opinions about
the system, since this tool will also have benefits for them when it is
operational.
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Realization and follow-up

Implementation
The implementation was the responsibility of Tedopres International, who
subcontracted Pecoma Eindhoven for the software and web implementation.
BOVA has subcontracted KPN for the web server hosting.
Pecoma has made a Service Level Agreement (SLA) for the maintenance of
the application. The SLA describes the procedures for updating information or
requesting changes from BOVA, and the responsibilities of Pecoma and KPN
for implementing these requests.
My responsibility during this phase was to design and execute the acceptance
and final user tests, and report the findings back to BOVA and Pecoma.

Acceptance Testing
The test cases are based on the Functional Specification’s use cases. Each
test case tries out the basic scenario specified in the use case, and gives
steps for checking the results. Any exceptional use case behavior is also
described within the test case. The test environment has a number of
fictional service dealer and BOVA users that can log into the system. Here is
a simple example of a test case:
Submit new field reports

Each service dealer logs in and submits an FR.
1. Enter fault code, check that lists (group, system, subsystem, defect)
are correct.
2. Enter subject, description and proposed solution and submit FR. Check
that a FR number is generated.
3. Add a remark.
4. Add a coach.
5. Add an attachment.
6. Check if FR is present in list.
There are also a number of complete scenarios described in the acceptance
tests, which tries out the entire workflow for each main use case. These have
also been used for the final user testing.

Final user test and installation
The final user test is where the service dealers have a number of tasks they
can perform at their own location for a trial period. Using remote testing has
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been found to be effective [13,14], where user report their own critical
incidents. The feedback is collected using a central email address, and these
comments will be used to improve the application before the final installation
and real use is started.

Follow-up
My responsibility ends in this phase, and everything is carried over to BOVA.
After the final installation the SLA will become operational on 4 September.
Further user feedback is then collected to resolve issues and problems arising
during this start period.
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Results

The resulting application has been implemented within the allocated time,
and supports the following features, a number of which were discovered
during interviews, group sessions or usability testing:
1. Problem registration, using standard fault codes as key. The electronic
Field Reports and Problem Reports both have search engines using text and
fault code as filter for the problem lists.
2. All reports can have attachments to provide additional information.
3. Service bulletin's (SB's) and coach information make use of an imported
SB-coach table, so that coach modification are not forgotten. In the Coach
Information is shown for each coach which SB's are done or need to be
done, and can be check off when a modification is finished. In each SB is a
list of coaches that need modification.
4. Claims can be processed the same day, hour or minute that they are
submitted. Service dealer and (in the future) workshops can quickly get their
claims approved.
5. All coaches have their main component list on-line, together with other
basic information. A defect history by coach keeps track of all the defects
submitted in the claims.
6. All problems, claims and bulletins can be accessed and traced.
7. Important changes in submitted reports (new solutions!), claim approval
or new service bulletins result in email notifications.
8. A general search engine looks over all reports and finds items using a
number of keys.
9. Automatically generate a return parts list after BOVA checks off what they
want returned for a claim.
10. Desired situation reached: fast, up-to-date, central information. Access
info using coach number. Faster and easier feedback loops. Integrated use of
different data sources for tasks within network. Better problem description.
11. KPI's reached? (still need to be measured): faster problem detection, less
help requests, shorter information search time, increased user satisfaction
and acceptance.
12. No more paper and faster, easier,one-button press archiving.
Listed here are only some of the product features, but this project has also
resulted some valuable experience. These will be described in the
conclusions. For more details on the look and feel of BASIS application, see
the screenshots in the Appendix.
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Conclusions

Here is discussed the lessons learned and what will be done differently in the
future, followed by the benefits that BOVA has gained from this project.

Lessons learned
The following are the main learning points for this project:
•

The first step towards successful design is to identify the real problem
that needs to be solved. The initial design brief reflected symptoms
and not causes of the real organizational problem I were asked to
solve. Experiencing the business inside BOVA, the task analysise and
the groupware session were crucial to refocusing the project to
support the process of product improvement.

•

Early involvement of users especially dealers (who are the secondary
beneficiaries of the product improvement process) proved essential to
get their enthousiasm and commitment for the system.

•

Essential for the success of the implementation is good communication
all stakeholders and software developers.

•

We experienced a lack of a common specification language
understandable to all parties. UML use cases were in this case the
most helpful in the design representation. A related discussion of the
problem of specifying interaction design is reported in [17,18].

•

Software developers should be involved early in the design process.
This can make transferring an understanding of the design easier,
resulting in fewer mistakes in interpreting specifications and it helps
them provide early input to make the design implementable.

Benefits for BOVA
The following are the main benefits for BOVA:
•

BOVA has experienced a structured way of developing software, in
combination with a user centered approach, have a way of dealing with
future projects.

•

The project helped identify problems and possible solutions for the
workflow process around the service organization.

•

The identified KPI's can also be used as a general management tool in
the future.

•

An operational system to help all stakeholders with their work, so as to
realize a better product improvement.
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Project documentation

The following project documents are stored separately at BOVA (on CDROM), and are confidential till 1.1.2003 (those marked with a *).
Documents:

1. Project Plan
2. Task Analysis (including user profiles) *
3. Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
4. Software Requirements Specifications (SRS) *
5. BOVANET bulletin
6. Design Guidelines
7. Conceptual Design
8. Usability test 1 report *
9. Usability test 2 report *
10. Style Guide
11. Functional Specifications (FS) *
12. Acceptance Tests
13. Final User Test
14. Help document (also within application as html page)
PowerPoint presentations:

15. Specification and design
16. Final Presentation
Mockup screenshots:

17.
18.
19.
20.

Mockup 1
Mockup 2
Mockup 3
BASIS final application

Html mockup directories:

21. Mockup 1
22. Mockup 2
23. Mockup 3
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Groupware Results

Field reports
1. The reaction to field reports is too slow. Often there is no feedback about what is
done with the information given in such a report. The reason for submitting a report is
often to get an answer to a problem or give a suggestion. Then the subject matter is
seen back at a much later time in a service bulletin (so no direct reaction to separate
field reports).
2. It is difficult to give a good problem description.
3. there is no access to a central problem database. The idea being to share solutions
between service dealers (instead of by chance calling a college and finding out that he
has a similar problem and perhaps already has found a solution).
4. There is no answer given if a problem is known or if BOVA is working on it. So
dealers need solutions to problems, or at least know the current status.
5. There is no standard fault code system for field reports. Fault codes are a way of
categorizing the fault, and are seen by dealers as an easy way to identify problems.
(For BOVA the purpose would be to signal problems from the field in a certain area,
and then take (early) product improvement actions).
6. Feedback does not get relayed to service outlets. Dealer would like to know what is
happening with their reports and when they can expect solutions to problems.

Service bulletins
1. The information what is in the report has to be clear; which coaches are affected,
what is the problem and what parts are needed. It has to be foolproof with consistent
service information about each affected coach.
2. Any parts required should be available at the time of the service bulletin release.
3. Distributed service information before the solution has been proven. Give earlier
feedback, even if they are temporary solutions.
4. The parts needed for the service bulletin should be send without an invoice. A
simplification in the administration, since BOVA already pays for the parts which are
part of a campaign to modify affected coaches.
5. Preparation of service bulletins which contain a modifications takes too long.
6. If a modification is done at a supplier, there is no feedback about the modified
vehicles. A history of which modification by coach is needed, to prevent double or
forgotten work the next time the coach comes into the workshop.
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Claim handling
1. The old parts have to be returned to BOVA, for possible reclaiming at suppliers and
to verify that repairs have been done. The handling and returning of all the old parts
takes too much time, so only the parts requested by BOVA should actually be returned.
2. The process of approving claims and handling claim payment is too slow.
3. No central claims database that is accessible for all service dealers, so that you
know about which claims are being filled by your college dealers. This could help show
what problems are occurring (since claims are a source of problem reporting).
4. There is no standard fault code system for identifying the defects in a claim. This is
needed for detecting problem trends.
5. Problems should be submitted directly to the production, so that they produce less
coaches with the same problem (and therefore less problems in the field). Here it
seems by service dealers as if the process is too slow, and that problems which are
already know are not being solved by the production. So there is no visibility about
progress from the BOVA development and production into the field.
6. The invoice system should be splitted from warranty defect code system. This
means that the payment administration of claims has nothing to do with the registration
of defects. But this means that workshops can no longer just send an invoice when it
concerns a warranty claim, but will have to register the claim separately. This gives an
advantage for the dealer when dealing with suppliers, to have statistical information
about certain defects.
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Use Case Examples

The following sub-use cases are taken from the SRS, and are part of use
case 1.2 - BOVA manages Problem Reports (PR), which is itself part of use
case 1. - Handle field reports and service bulletins.
Use Case 1.2.1 - BOVA assigns service number to report
Preconditions:

The user has logged on to the system
A new report has been entered into the system
Postconditions

The service-reports have been linked to problem reports, or remain “new”
Primary events

1. The system shows the user which reports have been entered recently, and
have not yet been serviced.
2. The new report receives a unique service number, which can be used by
service to communicate with the dealer.
3. For each new report:
a. The user checks to see if it is a known problem. If it is, the service
number is linked to the problem report that describes the problem.
b. If the problem is new, the use-case 1.2.2 BOVA creates Problem
Report (PR) is started.
c. If the service report is not linked to problem report, the report stays in
the list of recent field-report

User Case 1.2.2 - BOVA creates Problem Report (PR)
Preconditions:

The user has logged on to the system
A new problem report has to be entered into the system
Postconditions

A new problem report has been created
Primary events

1. The user copies the description from the FSR as filled in by the dealer.
2. The user adds information to the problem-report that is needed for correct
processing by the system.
3. If the problem is linked to a running change-file, the user can call use-case
1.2.3 - BOVA links change file to Problem report
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BASIS Screenshots
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